Gardenhaus GreenThumb
Guidebook

Guidelines for Creating Park Department Approved Structures
1.

All structures built in Park Department’s community gardens must meet guidelines as issued by the
Department of Buildings (DOB).

a.

DOB guidelines specify:
Regardless of Zoning District, sheds, greenhouses or gazebos constructed by the Parks Department,
or other authorized agent, on city-owned land used as ”vest pocket” gardens may be treated similar to
accessory buildings for open parking lots as outlined in NYCBC S.27-297 (d). Such structures may be
constructed with combustible material and work permits shall not be required if such structures are:
1.

Not more than one story and

2.

not more than 10 feet in height,

3.

not more than 150 square feet in area (roofed),

4.

at least 6 feet from lot lines,

5.

non-occupiable spaces only, such as storage, if the structure is enclosed and

6.
		

occupiable spaces for resting with seating, if the structure is open on all
sides (similar to bench seating in gazebos).

(Guidelines issued by Technical Affairs and Borough Commissioners on 2/4/2006)
2.

Gardens with structures out of compliance with the above guidelines must obtain building permits from
the DOB or modify their structures as necessary to meet the above guidelines.
Structures out of compliance with the above may also be replaced with a gardenhaus kit provided by
GreenThumb.

3.

In order to qualify to receive a gardenhaus kit, gardens must be registered and in good standing
with GreenThumb and have made arrangements through GreenThumb to have any existing noncompliant structures removed.
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Items that can be kept in gardenhauses
1.

Plants

2.

Outdoor furniture

3.

Portable radios/ CD players/ etc.

4.

Storage cabinets for small garden supplies

5.

Garden tools

6.

Cooking utensils

7.

Games, musical instruments or other entertainment items used in the garden

8.

Non-perishable food

Items that cannot be kept in gardenhauses
1.

Space heaters, kerosene stoves or any other heating unit

2.

Household furniture such as sofas

3.

Televisions or other non-portable electronic devices like stereo equipment

4.

Cooking stoves or barbecue grills

5.

Refrigerators cannot be connected to permanent electrical

6.

Electrical power other than produced by a generator kept outside the gardenhaus

7.

Pets

8.

Storage for items that are not for use in the garden
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Construction of Gardenhaus GreenThumb
Before you start building a new gardenhaus in
your garden, you need to clean up the site:
Demolish any existing structures and have the
sanitation department remove the garbage.
Locate the place in the garden best for the
gardenhaus: Measure the gardenhaus site with
10’x12’ (120 S.F. ) plus 10’x8’ (80 S.F.) for the deck.
It is very important to keep 6’ from any lot line
on all sides to comply with the regulations.
Consider the orientation of the gardenhaus:
Which way are the entrance and the window going to face?
(If you intend to use the roof for photovoltaic solar collecton, the roof area needs to face south.)

Assign an area, to store the material, when it will
be delivered:
Store the material in a place that can be accessed
easily and that is close enough to the construction
site of the gardenhaus.
Plastic sheets need to be stored horizontally and
safe from being stepped upon.
Move plants to protect them if necessary.
The material needs to be taken of GreenThumb’s
truck quickly, so the truck does not block the
street: It is good to have a lot of helpers now.

In general:
Be economical with the materials. Think ahead
and try to reuse already cut material. Extend too
short 2x4 studs as shown.
Use correct templates to mark other pieces and
there will be less mistakes.
To construct the gardenhaus: Have a look at the
drawings frequently and double check the measurements on site.
You can use nails or screws in most cases: Make
sure to use screws when noted on the drawings.
Be very careful with tools and ensure site safety:
When using this guidebook to construct a gardenhaus, you will be liable for your actions.
Gardenhaus GreenThumb © mees weis architects, 2008
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Construction of Gardenhaus GreenThumb
Level the ground at the building site of the gardenhaus.
Lay out the floor frame with 10’ by 12’ in length:
Cut 2x6 planks to length and screw an extra piece
of plank next to them to connect them.
Screw the four planks together to form a square:
Set the screws diagonally from the outside in the
corners.
Place the frame on top of four cinder blocks.

Use a level to make sure the frame is level:
If the frame needs to be adjusted, use a 2x4 stud
to ram earth beneath cinder blocks to lift a part
of the frame up or a hammer to put a part of the
frame down.
Measure diagonally to make sure the frame is
square: If the two diagonal measurements are
equal, the frame is square.
Double check measurements: If the first measurements are off, the next steps will become more
complicated.

Lay out more cinder blocks to place the floor grid
on top of them temporarily.
Measure and cut 2x6 planks for the grid to length.
Place these planks on top of the cinder blocks.
Measure the spacing and screw the planks in place.
Set the screws diagonally in the corners.
Measure again diagonally and the overall measurements to make sure the frame is square.
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Construction of Gardenhaus GreenThumb
Complete the floor grid: Measure each spacing
before cutting a 2x6 plank to length.
Screw the cut pieces of 2x6 planks in place by setting the screws diagonally.

Keep cinder blocks underneath edge of grid’s
frame according to drawing.
Take out temporary cinder blocks: Ram short
pieces of treated 2x6 planks into the ground with
a sledgehammer and screw them to the grid.
Cut the pieces of planks on top to match the
height of the floor grid.

Before screwing the plywood of the floor onto
the grid:
Check whether the floor grid is level and make
adjustments by using a 2x6 as a lever.
Ram earth beneath the cinderblocks if necessary.

Gardenhaus GreenThumb © mees weis architects, 2008
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Construction of Gardenhaus GreenThumb
When laying out the plywood on the floor grid:
Avoid cross joints between sheets of plywood.
(For strong construction avoid that a joint between sheets of plywood runs across the overall
length of the gardenhaus.)
Screw the sheets of plywood onto the grid.

Use the length of a hammer to have the right
spacing for the screws.
Take a straight edge to figure out where the grid
continues underneath the plywood and where the
screws need to be placed.
(Note: You can use nails or screws in most cases.
Make sure though to use screws where noted on
the drawings.)

Mark and cut the plywood to 2’ width to complete the floor.
(The plywood floor now has to be a plane of
10’x12’. Do not cut the plywood, if there is a
minor overhang over the floor grid.)
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Construction of Gardenhaus GreenThumb
Assemble the first wall according to drawings:
On one edge of the floor, place a 2x4 stud
horizontally, space 2x4 studs vertically above and
another 2x4 stud horizontally.
To figure out the length of the vertical 2x4 studs:
Align a 2x4 stud with 8’ in length place temporarily a piece of 2x6 stud vertically and a 3/4”
plywood and two horizontally placed 2x4 studs.
Substract the measurements by marking them and
cut the 2x4 stud to length.
(This is necessary, because a 2x4 stud is not exactly 2” by 4” in size. Therefore the length of the
vertical 2x4 studs has to be figured out by using
this temporary assemblage of pieces. By doing so
the plywood of the facade will cover the whole
wall, including the floor frame, in the end.)

Measure the window opening and cut 2x4 studs
accordingly:
The window opening has to be 2’-10”x2’-10”.
The windows can be placed in the wall in the
middle of any sheet of plywood, but you need to
remember: Provide one sheet of plywood without
window at each wall for strong construction.
Make sure that the inside of the gardenhaus is visible from all sides to comply with the regulations.

Use a square and measure the spacing, before
screwing the vertical 2x4 studs to a horizontally
placed 2x4 stud.
(If you used nails before, use screws for the wall.)
Set the screws in straight from the bottom side.
Measure diagonally before screwing the second
horizontally placed 2x4 stud on the top of the
vertical 2x4 studs.

Gardenhaus GreenThumb © mees weis architects, 2008
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Construction of Gardenhaus GreenThumb
Mark the measurements of the window opening
on a sheet of plywood:
Push the overhang of the plywood to the bottom
of the wall, so that the floor frame will be covered
once the wall is tilted up.
Screw down the plywood temporarily, tilt up the
wall, mark the window opening, put the wall down
again and cut the opening according to marks.
Cut a square opening of 2’-10”x2’-10”.
(Use a template to mark same measurements for
all window openings to have less work later on.)
Screw the sheets of plywood to the wall frame:
Remember to push the overhang of the plywood
to the bottom, so that the floor frame will be
covered once the wall is tilted up.

Lift up the wall.
(Note: The wall showing on this image is not built
according to plan.)

Brace the wall by screwing two pieces of plywood
onto each edge.
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Construction of Gardenhaus GreenThumb
Assemble the wall on the opposite side, in the
same way like the first wall:
Locate windows and door and lay out 2x4 studs.
To figure out the length of the vertical 2x4 studs:
Align a 2x4 stud with 8’ in length place temporarily a piece of 2x6 stud vertically and a 3/4”
plywood and two horizontally placed 2x4 studs.
Substract the measurements and cut the 2x4 stud
to length.
(This is necessary, because a 2x4 stud is not exactly 2” by 4” in size. Therefore the length of the
vertical 2x4 studs has to be figured out by using
this temporary assemblage of pieces. By doing so
the plywood of the facade will cover the whole
wall, including the floor frame, in the end.)

Mark the window and door opening.
Push the overhang of the plywood to the bottom
of the wall, so that the floor frame will be covered
once the wall is tilted up.
Screw down the plywood temporarily, tilt up the
wall, mark the window opening, put the wall down
again and cut the opening according to marks.
Make sure to cut a square opening of
2’-10” x2’-10”.
(Use a template to mark same measurements for
all window openings to have less work later on.)
Cut the openings before screwing the plywood
sheets to the wall frame.
Screw the plywood sheets to the wall frame.

Lift up the wall.
Brace it by screwing a 2x4 studs diagonally on
each edge and by connecting the two walls with
two horizontally placed 2x4 studs on each end.
(Note: Make sure that small horizontal pieces of
2x4 studs are placed between the studs of the
window and the door for strong construction.)

Gardenhaus GreenThumb © mees weis architects, 2008
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Construction of Gardenhaus GreenThumb
Frame the front wall in place.
Make sure to place horizontal pieces of 2x4 studs
in the frame on each side of the opening for
strong construction.
Measure and cut plywood sheets to be screwed
to the frame of the front wall.

To frame the wall in back, locate and mark the
window:
Push the overhang of the plywood to the bottom
of the wall, so that the floor frame will be covered
once the wall is tilted up.
Screw down the plywood temporarily, tilt up the
wall, mark the window opening, put the wall down
again and cut the opening according to marks.
Make sure to cut a square opening of
2’-10” x2’-10”.
(Use a template to mark same measurements for
all windows openings to have less work later on.)
Screw plywood sheets to frame of the back wall.

Assemble the horizontal parts of the roof rafters
on the floor:
Connect two 2x4 studs by screwing an extra 2x4
stud next to them.
The length should be according to plan, including
the roof overhangs.
Use the first beam as a template to assemble the
other beams so that they all have the same measurement in the end.
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Construction of Gardenhaus GreenThumb
To make sure all vertical studs of the roof rafters
have the same dimensions, you can cut them all at
the same time.
(Note: If you cut all parts of the roof rafters and
assemble the roof rafters before spacing and
centering and fastening the rafters on top of the
walls, the roof will be less bumpy.)

Instead of using leaders, you can put up a scaffolding inside the gardenhaus and to construct roof:
Nail horizontally placed 2x4 studs at a height of
4’ above the floor.
Then nail 2x6 planks horizontally with a spacing
of about 2’ to these 2x4 studs to create a grid
that can be used as a scaffolding.

Screw the prefabricated 2x4 beams of the roof
rafters on top of the walls by spacing them according to the drawings:
Make sure the 2x4 beams are oriented vertically.
Measure the roof overhang to be equal on both
sides of the gardenhaus.

Gardenhaus GreenThumb © mees weis architects, 2008
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Construction of Gardenhaus GreenThumb
Screw the vertical 2x4 studs to the beams, so
that the ridge will be placed on the center line of
the gardenhaus on top of them:
First screw the vertical 2x4 studs to beams at the
ends and screw the vertically placed 2x4 ridge to
the posts. Screw the other posts in place.
Measure 2x4 studs for the angular parts of roof
rafters: All angular beams of the roof rafters have
the same length. Cut all 2x4 studs for the angular
parts and screw them into place.
(Note: The parts of the roof rafters at the gables
have to be level, so that later the covering plywood will line up with the plywood of the wall
below.)

Cut off corners of posts underneath the ridge, so
that corrugated plastic sheets of roof will lay flat.
Cover the front and back gables with plywood:
Mark plywood by holding it in place, cut to size
and screw in place.
Make sure the horizontal 2x4 stud above the
opening for the gates is tightly screwed to the
roof rafter above.

Cut 2x4 studs to length and screw them vertically
to the overhang of roof rafters on both side of
gardenhaus.
Cut sheets of plywood according to drawings and
screw them on top of the roof rafters.
Fasten the gutters to the plywood on both sides.
Nail tar paper on top of the plywood: Make
sure to use the right nails and have tar paper go
around edges of plywood on all sides.
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Construction of Gardenhaus GreenThumb
Cut corrugated plastic sheets with the grinder
and screw to roof rafters while underlaying small
pieces of plywood as shown in the drawings.
(Note: The gap between the roof rafters and the
wall at the roof overhang provides for ventilation
in summer. In the cold season: Fasten pieces of
plywood horizontally between roof rafters.)

Before assembling the windows:
Measure the window openings to double check
the size. (If you used a template all window openings should be 2’-10”x2’-10”)
Mark the plastic to four 3’x3’ pieces and cut it
with the saw along a straight edge.
Mark 1x2 studs for the 2’-9”x2’-9” window
frames, cut to length and fasten with the right
screws.
Pre-drill plastic with a drill that is bigger than
screws and fasten it to the window frame.
(You can drill all plastic sheets together at the
same time, if all the windows are the same size.)

If you did not use a template to cut the window
openings:
Before fabricating the windows, make sure to
measure each window opening and to assemble
a window for each opening according to the corresponding measurements.

Gardenhaus GreenThumb © mees weis architects, 2008
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Construction of Gardenhaus GreenThumb
Place each window in its opening and fasten it
with two hinges each on top:
The hinges will be placed at the side of the window, where frame is situated close to the edge.
To hold the window open: Place a 1x2 stud or
drill a hole through window frame and wall above
and pull a rope through from inside to lift up
window.
For the door:
Measure, cut and screw vertically placed1x2 studs
to form frame of the door according to drawings.
Hold door in place and fasten with hinges from
the outside. (Make sure the hinges are placed on
the side away from the window)

To assemble the deck, place four cinder blocks at
each corner of the 10’x8’ frame of the deck.
The cinder blocks underneath the deck have to be
placed lower than the cinder blocks underneath
the floor, so that there will not a threshold:
Temporarily line up a horizontal 2x6 piece of stud
and a vertical 2x6 piece of stud with the top of
the plywood of the floor and place the cinder
block of the deck below.
Place a 2x6 stud for the deck parallel to the floor
and screw to the frame of the floor.
Measure and cut 2x6 studs for the frame of deck.
Make sure frame is level and square: If two diagonal measurements are equal, the frame is square.
Cut 2x6 studs for the grid and screw them to the
porch frame spacing according to drawings.

Cover the grid of the deck:
Take 2x6 planks with10’ length, space them evenly
and and screw them to grid.
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Construction of Gardenhaus GreenThumb
For the outside “walls”: Screw horizontal 2x4
studs to the planks along the edge of the porch –
except where the ramp will be located.
Mark the length of the posts: Place vertical 2x4
studs temporarily on top of the horizontally
screwed down 2x4 stud next to gardenhaus’ wall.
Add another horizontal 2x4 stud temporarily and
mark the posts at the height of wall.
Cut posts to length and screw them in place according to drawings.
Connect posts at top with horizontally placed 2x4
stud that have been cut to length previously.
Place prefabricated roof rafters, ridge and 2x4
studs at eaves. Cut and screw cross bars in place
according to the drawings.

Assemble the balustrade:
Measure the vertically placed 2x4 studs, cut them
to length and screw them to the posts.
Measure the diagonal 2x4 studs, cut them to
length and screw them into place.
Measure the 2x4 studs to be placed an top of the
balustrade, cut them and screw them into place.
Make sure to use the square and the scale while
constructing the balustrade.
Fabricate the ramp according to plan and provide
a railing like the balustrade on one side at least.

Assemble the gates:
Cut the plywood for the gates to size.
(Note: Double check the size of the opening and
make sure to leave a small gap all around the
plywood of each gate.)
Cut openings for the fixed windows of the gates
out of two plywood sheets. (Use the same template that you used to mark the window openings
earlier.)
Cut and pre-drill plastic sheets and screw them
on top of the plywood directly. Apply caulk
around them to prevent leaks during rain.
Assemble the frame of the gates:
Measure, cut and screw vertically placed 1x2 studs
to the plywood according to drawings.
Gardenhaus GreenThumb © mees weis architects, 2008
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Construction of Gardenhaus GreenThumb
Bolt the gates with hinges in front of the opening
at the front wall.
Make sure again the horizontal 2x4 stud above the
opening is screwed tightly to roof rafter above.
To move the gates:
According to drawings, drill holes through 2x4
cross bars and 2x4 studs at eaves of deck’s “roof”.
Place bolts with eyelet, washers and fasten pulleys.
Run nylon rope (for 220 lbs minimum) through
the pulleys for each gate.
Screw the handles to each gate and fasten carbine
hooks to rope ends.

To open the gate:
Fasten the carabine hook to the handle. Pull the
rope to open the gate. Fasten the rope. Turn the
gate stoppers 90° as shown.
You can also open the gates from inside coming
through the door. Just lift them up and turn the
stoppers.
Install the bars and locks at gates and back door.
Screw horizontal 2x4 studs over the gates and
over the windows against the rain and seal with
caulking.
To make sure the gates slope away from the gardenhaus: Put spacers between gate stoppers and
2x4 beam above.

Paint your gardenhaus.
Make sure to paint the edges of the plywood two
times.
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Construction of Gardenhaus GreenThumb
Thank your helpers.

Throw a party.

Tell your neighbors how to build a gardenhaus.

Gardenhaus GreenThumb © mees weis architects, 2008
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counterweight for
easier handling.

Nylon
rope

4'-0"

Secure with gate
stoppers in position.
12

Fill soil up
to ramp

1

0'

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Note:
All measurements have to be checked on site.

SOUTH ELEVATION
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Provide
3" gutters
w/ downsprouts

2'-0"
10'

10'

Pulley

3

Pulley
8'

Window

Pulley

8'

Wall

Nylon
rope

Wall

Pulley

Gate

0'

F

E

D

C

B

A

Pull nylon rope
to open gate.
You can fasten a
counterweight for
easier handling.

Nylon
rope

12

2'-0"

Secure gate with turnable
2x4 studs w/12' length
(stoppers) in position.

Gate

0'
-1 1/4"

Carabine hooks
fasten to nylon rope
to lock @ gate handle

Ramp
up

A

B

C

D

E

F

Note:
Gate stoppers are 4-2x4 with
12" length each, bolted to roof rafter.
When turned under open gates,
stoppers will secure gates in position.

WEST ELEVATION

EAST ELEVATION

Note:
All measurements have to be checked on site.
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7"

DETAIL OF WINDOW

Note:
All windows can be prefabricated the same,
if window openings are same size.

2'-10"

8'-0"

7"
1'-2"
2'-10"
4'-0"

2'-9"

2'-9"

2. Cut 1x2 studs
for window frame.
Measure diagonally to
make sure frame is square.
Drill and screw each
corner as shown.

6"

1"

4'-0"

1/2" 2'-9" 1/2" 1"

3'-0"

4. Mount window to panel.
Line up plastic at top.
Plastic should overlap
at bottom, left and right.
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6"

3. Use saw to cut plastic.
Hold cut plastic onto frame.
Mark drill holes shown.
Drill bigger holes than size
of screws into plastic.
Mount hinges.

2'-9"
2" 1"

1. Cut opening
for window into
sheet of plywood.
All windows can be
prefabricated the same,
if window openings
are same size.

3'-0"

DETAIL OF GATES

SECTION

Mount bar
to lock gate
at the inside
of each gate.

Mount handle
to gates and
fasten rope
w/ carabine hook.

1/2"

7

Provide1/4 gap
above gates

1'-1 3/4"
2'-10"

0'

8'

10'

Provide 1/2 gap
below gates

3'-4 3/4"

Make sure
2- 2x4 studs above gates
are tightly screwed together.

7'-4 1/2"

7"

TOP VIEW

A

B

FRONT VIEW

1'-0" 1/2"

C

1/2"
7"

Window
(fixed)

2'-10"

D

F

1/2" 1'-0"
7"

E

Mount door stop to
gate to open first.

7"

4'-0"
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Window
(fixed)

2'-10"

4'-0"

Gardenhaus GreenThumb Material list
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Material

Number

Plywood – 4'x8', 3/4" Thickness
Studs – 2”x6”, 10' Length
Studs – 2”x4", 8' Length
Studs – 1"x2", 8' Length
Cinder Block – 8”x16”x8”
Plastic Panels Polycarbonate 1/4"(transparent) – 3'x6'
Corrugated Plastic Sheets – 3' wide, 12' Length
Nylon Rope (for 220 lbs minimum)
Carabine hook (for 220 lbs minimum)
Metall Pulley
Bolt with eyelet (for 220 lbs minimum)
Nails for Tarpaper
Wood Screws
Window/ Door/ Gate Hinges
Lag Bolts/ washers/ nuts
Window Lock
Gate/ Door Lock w/ bar
Tar Paper – 3' Roll
Gutter – 12' Length
Downsprout w/ connecting pieces
Outdoor paint
Caulking

22 Panels
48 Pieces
113 Pieces
12 Pieces
14 Pieces
4 Pieces
4 Pieces
70'
2 pieces
4 Pieces
2 Pieces
enough (200 Pieces)
enough (1000 Pieces)
14 Pieces
10 Pieces
4 Pieces
3 Piece
1 Piece
3 Pieces
2 Pieces
2 Gallons
2 Pieces

The guidebook was created by mees weis architects on behalf of GreenThumb.
The photos and plans are showing prototypes of the gardenhaus kit GreenThumb.
GreenThumb and mees weis architects will assume no liability for the construction of gardenhauses and
handling of material and tools:
When using this guidebook to construct a gardenhaus, you will be liable for your actions.

mees weis architects
Carolin Mees, Andreas Weis
www.mees-weis-architects.com
mail@mees-weis-architects.com
Edie Stone, Director of GreenThumb
49 Chambers Street Room 1020
New York, New York 10007
Tel (212) 788-8070
Fax (212) 788-8052
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